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In the original article, formatting changes introduced errors and inconsistencies in the key equations present on page 12, and between the online and print versions of the article.

The correct formatting for these equations is presented below:

These broad patterns of change and stasis in $Y$, $\chi$ and $C$ that eliminate any notions of universality are summarised below, with * indicating constancy.

General, expanded form of $C = \chi(Y)$

$C = \chi'(Y, OF, ID_1, ID_2, SF)$  [Keynes’s theory]

Short intervals, normal conditions

$C = \chi'(Y, OF^*, ID_1^*, ID_2^*, SF^*)$  [Keynes’s ‘law’]

Longer intervals, normal conditions

$C = \chi'(Y, OF, ID_1, ID_2^*, SF^*)$

Abnormal conditions

$C \neq \chi'(Y, OF, ID_1, ID_2, SF)$

Stationary state

$C^*, Y^*, OF^*, ID_1^*, ID_2^*, SF^*$
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